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The Shift Manager protects the team,
customers, and restaurant by monitoring
safety. However, you cannot always prevent
problems. Sometimes things happen that you
do not expect or cannot control.

Emergencies can happen at any time. You need to:

• Know what to do before an emergency occurs.

• Act quickly and correctly when it occurs.

Team Members count on you to know what to do. You will not
have time to call someone or to look up procedures.

There are many kinds of emergencies. Knowing how to handle
each kind of emergency, before it happens, will prepare you.
You will feel confident that you can act quickly and correctly.

You cast a leadership shadow
of Accountability, one of our
How We Work Together
Principles, by making sure you
do everything possible to keep
your team and our customers
safe.

Module Trainer___________________________________________
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Agenda
■■ Discuss:

– Module purpose.
– Activities.
– Trainee and Module Trainer expectations.
– How communication will occur.

■■ Agree on Training Schedule.
■■ Obtain materials.

Notes

Module purpose:
To identify the responsibilities of the Shift Leader to handle emergency situations.

Module preparation:
• Review module objectives and activities.
• Get copies of tools and resources listed on the Contents page.
• Find answers to questions specific to your restaurant policies and guidelines.
• Identify Champs Standard Library pages that trainee needs to read.
• Develop Training Schedule for completing this module. (Some activities can be

grouped together.)

During this meeting with the trainee, you will:
• Review learning objectives listed on the Contents page and discuss all terms.
• Relate a personal experience related to the importance of following standards.
• Set expectations for trainee training.
• Go over each activity. Point out activities that need special scheduling or support

from others.
• Explain how to get materials needed to complete activities.
• Tell the trainee to answer every question with a complete answer.
• Provide the module Training Schedule. Explain reasons for the Training

Schedule. Emphasise that the trainee sets the pace. Adjust the Training Schedule
if needed.

• Explain that some activities are self-directed by the trainee. Others are completed
with the Module Trainer coaching or observing.

• Tell the trainee that you will review the answers to each activity.
• Tell the trainee how to contact you.
• Ask for commitment from the trainee to complete the modules, and end with a

statement of support.
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Learn to . . .
By doing 
activity . . .

Starting 
on page . . . And using . . .

• Posted or Written Emergency
Procedures

• 2 Blank Forms for Documenting
Incidents

Handle an
Accident

4-1

4-2

4-3

7 30 min.

9 30 min.

13 1 hr.

• Information or Checklists for
Troubleshooting Equipment
Problems

Handle
Equipment
and Utility
Emergencies

4-7

4-8

4-9

26 30 min.

27 1 hr. 15 min.

29 30 min.

• Information and Checklists
for Handling Crises Most
Common in Your Restaurant

Handle Crisis
Situations

Quiz 40 15 min.

Short Answer 42 15 min.

Skills 44 1 hr.
Assessment

9 hr. 30 min. Trainee

3 hr. 45 min. Module Trainer

4-10

4-11

4-12

33 45 min.

34 45 min.

38

• Information on Handling Robberies
and Other Violent Situations in
Your Restaurant

Handle Possible
Violent Situations

4-4

4-5

4-6

18 30 min.

19 30 min.

22 45 min.

Show your
knowledge . . .

By doing 
the . . .

Total Time For . . .
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Review the module terms and definitions that
follow. 

If the term used in your restaurant is different, write
it in the box provided.

Loitering Remaining in the restaurant or parking lot for no obvious
reason 

Silent alarm (Also called panic button) An alarm or signal that alerts
help without making noise

Accident book Where a record of all accidents are recorded

RIDDOR Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurences Register using an F2508 form
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Handle an Accident

Accidents involve emergency situations. They cause high
levels of stress and urgency. Not following correct steps may
have serious results for the injured person, the Shift
Manager, and the restaurant.

Know where the emergency procedures are posted or
recorded. 

Even minor accidents can result in:

• Very large medical costs.

• Lost wages.

• Other financial burdens.

Proper recording of accidents helps ensure that:

• The injured customer or Team Member receives proper
care, attention, and compensation after an accident.

• The restaurant is protected from unfair liability, fines,
costs, and legal action.

• Prevents possible re-occurances.
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Procedures for Handling Accidents

Procedures for handling accidents vary depending on:

• The nature and seriousness of the accident.

• Local procedures for getting medical or police help.

• The threat of more harm or accidents.

• Documentation and reporting required at your restaurant.

Government Safety Laws

Governments have a duty to help keep people safe. To do
this, they pass laws that businesses, including restaurants,
must follow. These safety laws help provide:

• A safe and healthy environment for customers.

• A safe and healthy workplace for Team Members. 

For example, laws may say that:

• All Team Members must get safety training, e.g. Fire
Safety

• Team Members under a certain age cannot use
dangerous equipment.
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Activity

4-1
Research Preventing and Handling
Accidents

Review Champs Standard Library about:
• Health and Safety

– Preventing Customer Accidents or Injuries
– Preventing Team Member Accidents or 

Injuries
– First Aid

Page(s) ______________________________

Read the following case studies. Then answer the
questions.

Case Study 1 A customer spills food on the floor. The restaurant
is very busy. Team Members are busy taking,
preparing, and serving orders. No one cleans up
the spill right away. A few minutes later, a customer
enters the restaurant and slips on the spillage and
falls. The customer appears to be in pain.

1. How could the Shift Manager have prevented
this accident?

Ask a Team member to stand by the
spillage while the manager fetches a
dustpan & brush to clear up the mess.
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2. What action could Team Members have taken to
prevent the incident?

Case Study 2 A Team Member cuts his finger on an equipment
blade. It is a serious cut. The Shift Manager follows
proper first-aid steps and documents the accident
properly. Other Team Members clean and sanitise
the equipment.

1. What did the Shift Manager do correctly?

2. How did the Team Members show safety is a 
priority?

3. What else should the Shift Manager have done?

The Team Members could have warned
the manager & either put a wet floor
sign near the spillage, or stand close to
it to warn customers.

Dealt with the injured employee, then
documented the accident & delegated
others to clean the equipment.

By cleaning AND sanitising the
equipment.

Stop anyone else using the equipment
until confident it is safe.  Investigate
how the accident happened – retraining
required?  Faulty equipment requires
repair? Then reviewed the Risk
Assessment for that piece of equipment.
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Activity

4-2
Identify Procedures for Handling
Accidents

Question Answers

What is the first thing you should do if a
Team Member or customer is injured?

What is the second thing you should do if
a Team Member or customer is injured?

After you have helped the injured person,
who should you call to report the
accident?

Which accidents should you report?

When should you report an accident?

Assess the injury, call first aider/appointed
person.  If serious call an ambulance.
Prevent anyone else having the same
accident if relevant e.g. wet floor.

Make the injured person as comfortable as
possible.

Depending on how serious the accident was,
call your Area Manager & the Restaurant
Excellence Team.

All.

As soon as possible, once you know all the
facts.

Review procedures for handling accidents in your
restaurant. 

Complete the chart using available information.
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Question Answers

Why is it important to report an accident
as soon as possible even if no one
needed medical treatment?

If a customer is injured, what 2 things
should you NOT do?

What forms do you fill out and what
information do you need to document an
accident?

Where are the emergency phone
numbers located in your restaurant?

Where do you file paperwork related to
an accident?

So that the Company can learn from all the
accidents & if necessary, review procedures
to reduce the risk of recurrence.

Do not admit liability; do not mention
insurance cover unless asked.

The Accident Book & the Accident Investigation
Report.  RIDDOR form if necessary.  Details to
document – location, time, details of injured person,
details of how the accident happened, names of any
witnesses, whether reported under RIDDOR.

In the Standard of Operations Manual.

In the CHAMPS Working Manual.
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Scene What should you do? How to prevent

A customer trips on the
walkway by the door to the
restaurant. She says she
cannot walk.

A Team Member cuts his
hand. The cut is deep and
the bleeding will not stop.

A Team Member trips due
to fatigue. There is a bruise
on his leg with some
swelling.

A Driver calls in to report
that he was involved in a
car accident.

Make customer comfortable
& call an ambulance.  Review
slips, trips & falls Risk
Assessment.  Investigate how
the accident happened to try
to prevent recurrence. 

Call ambulance. Investigate
how it happened, retrain or
maintain equipment.

Arrange for Team Member to
be taken to hospital.  Review
schedules or investigate why
Team member so tired.

Send someone to help him.
Call Police/ambulance if
required.  Investigate how
accident occurred – does
driver need retraining or was
bike/car faulty?

Check for any hazards and
address any maintenance
issues

• Correct training and up to
date STR

• Ensure CER action plan
complete

• Accurate scheduling
• Pre-shift meetings to

check all Team Members
are ok.

• Complete Driver Checklist
before starting work

Complete the chart. Read each scene. Decide
what you should do and how to prevent a
recurrence.
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Scene What should you do? How to prevent

A customer spills hot coffee
on his hand. He is angry
and wants the phone
number of the Manager.

There is a car accident with
injuries in the car park.

A Team Member says he
hurt his back yesterday
when he put away the
delivery.

Offer basic first aid, ask
customer for his details so that
the manager or Customer
Services could call him.  Warn
customer that coffee is hot/
don’t fill cups to brim.

Call ambulance & police.
Offer support.

Advise Team member to visit Doctor.
Investigate how it occurred.  Does
Team member require Manual
Handling training?  Can mechanical
aids help – trolley, ramp, lift?  Can
boxes be smaller?

• Train team to tell all
customers coffee is hot

• Ensure correct calibration
of coffee machine

• If CCTV is available ensure
it is working

• Up to date STR
• Train team not to lift heavy

boxes alone
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Activity

4-3
Practice Handling Accidents and
Injuries

Review the answers to Activities 4-1 and 4-2.

Perform 2 role plays with your Module Trainer to
practice handling accidents. After each role play,
your Module Trainer will provide feedback.

Gather and review:

• Two blank Incident Report Forms.

• Posted or written emergency procedures.

Role Play 1 Situation:

• You are the Shift Manager.

• Your Module Trainer is a customer.

• The customer trips on the walkway by the door
to the restaurant. She says she cannot walk.

Take notes when you receive feedback.

With your Module Trainer, fill out the blank Incident
Report form to document the incident from Role
Play 1.
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Role Play 2 Situation:

• You are the Shift Manager.

• Your Module Trainer is a Team Member. 

• The Team Member cuts his hand. 

• The cut is deep, and the bleeding will not stop.

Take notes when you receive feedback from your
Module Trainer.

With your Module Trainer, fill out the blank form to
document the incident.
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Topic Notes

Where to send the completed forms
documenting the incidents and where to
file copies

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

Send forms to the Restaurant Excellence
Team at the RSC.  File completed forms in
the CHAMPS Working Manual.

Discuss the following:
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Handle Possible
Violent Situations

One of our goals is to give each customer an enjoyable
dining experience. But an aggressive or violent incident can
restrict your ability to achieve this goal.

You may have no way to prevent these types of incidents.
But you can be prepared to handle them. Make sure:

• The restaurant is free of safety hazards.

• All safety and security equipment is working.

• The team follow all security procedures.

• Emergency numbers are easily available.

Examples of possible violent situations include:

• Robbery.

• Public disturbance.

• Industrial action/strike.

• Serious team misconduct.

• Pressure-group campaigns.

• Disruptive customers.
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Team members, strangers and customers can all contribute
to an incident occurring. In this section you will therefore
look at:

• Reducing the risk of an incident before it occurs

• Identify aggressive situations before it escalates beyond 
your control

• Manage and defuse aggressive incidents

• Utilise systems of care and support after an incident.

Although robberies are rare, they are a type of possible
violent situation Shift Managers may face.

If you are not diligent you
may attract robbers to the
restaurant. Some robberies
are not planned — robbers
may take advantage of an
opportunity. For example, an
open door after hours may
invite trouble.

Even after following all
security steps, a small
number of restaurants will
be the target of a robbery.
Then the primary goal of the
Shift Manager is to protect
the personal safety of the
customers and Team
Members.
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Activity

4-4 Review Procedures to Handle a Crisis

Review Champs Standard Library about:
• Health and Safety
• Crisis management

– Robbery
– Violent Crime

Page(s) ______________________________

• Crisis Management
– Robbery
– Violent Crime
– Bomb Threat
– Appendix 
– Bomb Threat Checklist

Page(s) ______________________________

The "Violent Crime Risk Assessment" is a
document that should be filled annually, as a
minimum, but also after a serious incident. It can
be found on the intranet or in the Working Manual.

Complete this risk assessment for your restaurant,
and then answer the following questions:

1. Have you considered verbal abuse to form part
of violent crime? Please explain.

2. Now compare your assessment to the current
assessment on file. What differences are there? 

Exercise 1
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Activity

4-5
Review Procedures for Handling
Violence or Aggression

With your Module Trainer:

Review the information in the prepare activity.

Discuss your answers to the activity.

It is important to spot aggression early to be able to
defuse early. List the changes you are likely to see
or hear in a person who is getting aggressive:

Eyes: ____________________________________

Colour of face: ____________________________

Eyebrows: ________________________________

Jaw:_____________________________________

Voice: ___________________________________

Words:___________________________________

Shoulders:________________________________

Legs / Feet:_______________________________

Arms:____________________________________

Hands:___________________________________

Exercise 2
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Scenario Before During After

You hear a crashing
noise and loud shouting
from the restaurant.
When you arrive, you see
two team members
squaring up to each
other, while shouting and
making threats. Four
other team members are
looking on. 

On a busy Saturday
night, a young customer
(part of a group of 6)
claims their pizza has
been undercooked, and
they now refuse to pay
for anything. The group
gets up and starts
walking out.

An intoxicated person
enters the restaurant, and
loudly demands 7 pizzas. 

A customer has left their
camera in the restaurant,
and you place it in the
office. Half an hour later
they arrive to collect it,
but it has now
disappeared from the
office. You suspect a
team member who
entered the office earlier. 

Try to separate by
asking them to
move away in a
calm manner.  

Investigate incident
by interviewing
everyone including
the four witnesses.

Ensure high moral
on shift. Promote
teamwork.

Coach so culture is
only 100% perfect
produce to tables

Beware of security
issues

Lock office.
Please in safe.

Politely enquire
why they are
unhappy to pay for
the meal.  Ask for
their details so that
Customer Services
can contact them.
Investigate why the

pizza was
undercooked & why
it was served.

Apologise to
customer & explain
you have misplaced
the camera.  Take
the contact details
of the customer &
inform Customer
Services.

Investigate with the
employee.  Agree
policy in unit e.g.
In future all
valuables should be
locked in the safe.

Politely refuse to
serve and ask him
to leave.

Review how you handled
the situation & whether
the customer could have
been prevented from
entering.

For each scenario, indicate what you will do 

• before the incident to reduce the risk of it
occurring

• during the incident to manage it

• after the incident to ensure proper support of all
involved.

Exercise 3
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List the steps you will take after a team member
has been the victim of severe verbal abuse from a
customer or a stranger. Categorise your action
according to the following:

• Team member

• Other team members

• Area Manager

• HR Manager

• Freud Communications

Exercise 4

Offer time off work or a different role
for next few shifts.  Offer time to talk
&/or Person To Person.

Inform them of the incident to help
learn how to prevent it or cope with it.
Ask them to support the Team Member.

Inform the Area Manager.  

Inform the HR Manager & ask for
assistance if required.

Only inform Freud if you think there is
media interest.
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Activity

4-6
Practice Handling Violence or
Aggression

As your module trainer provides coaching and
support:

Answer the following questions:

1. How will you defuse telephone aggression?

2. What will you do if a suspicious person is
loitering at the back of the restaurant?

3. Explain what you will do if a team member
reports a customer who vandalised the seats
and tables in the restaurant. 

Exercise 5

Speak slowly & calmly.  Apologise &
state you wish to help.

Without opening the door, ask them to
go to the front of the restaurant.  Call
the Police if necessary.

Call the Police.  
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Practice the following scenarios with your module
trainer

1. A customer ( Module Trainer) is complaining
rather aggressively about the time it is taking for
their food to be prepared. [Note: Both of you
must be standing for this exercise]

2. A masked stranger burst into the restaurant just
after opening demanding all the cash on the
premises. 

3. An intoxicated customer demands to be served
more drinks. You have decided it is unwise, and
refuse further alcohol served. 

Discuss with your trainer what you perceive to be
the most important aspects to defusing violence
and aggression in a restaurant. 

Exercise 6

Exercise 7

Apologise & ask customer to return to
their seat while you investigate the
delay.  Resolve complaint

Press panic alarm if possible.  Give
intruder what they demand.  Take
notice of their details.

Apologise and politely state that you
cannot serve any more alcohol to the
customer.  As licensee, you have the
right to refuse to serve customers if you
believe the to be intoxicated.  Offer
other drinks.

Speak calmly & slowly.  Do not
threaten anyone or raise your voice.
Do not stand too close to the aggressor.
Offer a resolution.
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Topic Notes

Procedures for handling potentially
violent situations

Special security concerns 

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

• Remain calm
• Offer resolutions

• Be aware of customer and team locations
• Panic alarms

Review the answers to Activities 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6.

Then discuss the following:
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Handle Equipment
and Utility
Emergencies

Equipment failures can make it impossible to meet
C.H.A.M.P.S. standards and customer expectations. The
failures also can cause food and health safety hazards. 

Take action quickly if a piece of equipment fails during your
shift. Often you can fix a piece of equipment by checking a
few simple things such as the power switch or circuit-
breaker. This can avoid costs caused by emergency vendor
repairs.

If you cannot troubleshoot a piece of equipment, you may
need to call a help desk for support or need to call for
repairs.

Safety first, if in doubt call maintenance!

Do not touch or tamper with any piece of equipment until
you have been trained on it. This is to protect your own
safety and the safety of others.

Utility failures, such as power outages, can cause food
safety hazards and personal safety hazards for your team
and customers. Know what to do if there is a power outage
or other utility failure.
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Activity

4-7 Review Equipment and Utility Issues

Review Champs Standard Library materials
about:
• Crisis Management

– Government or Utility Company Crises

Page(s) ______________________________

• Equipment, Cleaning, and Maintenance
– Problem Solving section of each tab
– Champs Standard Library Working Manual

Page(s) ______________________________

Answer the following questions.

1. What type of equipment or utility emergency
causes you to shut down your restaurant?

2. List examples of utility emergencies. 

a. Oven extractor fails.
b. Electricity fails.
c. Gas fails.
d. No water/hot water.
e. Oven fails.

a. Electricity failure.
b. Gas failure.
c. Water failure.
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Equipment or Utility Failure What should you do?

Air-conditioning system

Beverage system 

No water

No hot water

Investigate if a fuse has blown causing a
circuit to switch off.  If this includes the oven
extract then switch off oven & call
maintenance.  Call maintenance or
contractor direct if out of office hours.

Investigate if a fuse has blown causing a
circuit to switch off.  Call maintenance or
contractor direct if out of office hours.

Close restaurant, investigate if neighbours
have the same issue.  Report to maintenance.

Investigate boiler.  Close restaurant, call
maintenance to arrange a repair.  If long-
term issue, request hot water heaters.
Complete Specific Risk Assessment for the
heaters to ensure they are positioned & used
safely.  Inform local EHO.

Complete the chart using available information.

Activity

4-8
Review Procedures for Handling
Emergencies
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Equipment or Utility Failure What should you do?

Walk-in cooler

Sewage back-up

No electricity

Gas leak

Troubleshoot & call maintenance.  Keep
door closed as much as possible.  Move food
to other fridges or restaurants if necessary.

Close restaurant.  Call maintenance.
Arrange area to be cleaned & sanitised.

Close restaurant.  Call maintenance.  Keep
all freezer/fridge doors closed.  Transfer
stock to other restaurant if long-term.
Switch off equipment to prevent a power
surge when electricity returns.  Do not ask
Team Members to work in dark areas.

Switch off oven.  Evacuate restaurant & call
gas company.
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Equipment Problem To Troubleshoot,

Drinks do not flow out of the beverage
dispenser.

Oven does not start.

Is there electricity to the dispenser?  Is there
water to the dispenser?  Has the equipment
tripped & requires resetting?

Is there electricity & gas to it?  Has the
extraction unit been switched on?  Has a fuse
in the oven blown?

Check the condition of the major pieces of
equipment in your restaurant. 

Review the answers to Activities 4-8 and 4-9. Then
discuss how to troubleshoot equipment problems.

Complete the chart. List the equipment issues you
found during your equipment check.

Activity

4-9 Practice Handling Equipment Failures
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Equipment Problem To Troubleshoot,

EPOS does not work

Other:

Is there electricity to it?  Has the equipment
tripped?  Has a circuit breaker blown – check
fuses?

Topic Notes

How to troubleshoot any equipment
problems you found

How cleaning and maintenance help
prevent equipment failures

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

Action and communicate as quickly as
possible.

Discuss the following:
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Although crisis and emergency situations are rare, the Shift
Manager has to be ready to handle whatever occurs. How
you handle the situation impacts both the people involved
and your restaurant.

Crisis situations you may need to handle include:

• Fire.

• Bomb threats.

• Environmental accidents.

• Natural disasters (earthquake, hurricane, tornado).

Some crises may require the Shift Manager to evacuate the
restaurant. Examples include potential weather-related
natural disasters. Be prepared to take immediate action.
Follow your restaurant procedures, review the ‘How to
Handle a Crisis Poster’.

Make sure your Team Members know what to do in an
emergency.

Handle the Media

Television, radio, and newspaper reporters may contact the
restaurant when an emergency or crisis occurs. The Shift
Manager must follow
restaurant procedures
and refer all questions
from the media to the
proper person.

Handle Crisis
Situations
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Procedures for handling media enquiries include:

• Team Members should refer 
all enquiries to the Shift 
Leader by stating: 

• The Shift Manager 
should respond to telephone 
media enquiries by saying:

• The Shift Manager should 
respond to in-person 
enquiries by saying: 

• Avoid all further comment.

• Take careful messages and 
record the details of all 
incoming calls.
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Activity

4-10
Review Standards for Crisis
Management

Review Champs Standard Library about:
• Crisis Management

– Fire
– Bomb Threat
– Natural Disasters
– Handling the Media

Page(s) ______________________________

Read the case study. Then answer the question.

Case Study A minor fire erupts in the kitchen of your
restaurant. The kitchen team quickly uses the fire
extinguisher to put out the flames. No one is
injured.

Should the Shift Manager treat this situation as a
crisis? Why or why not?

No.  No one was hurt, it did not involve
the public or cause the restaurant to
close.
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Crisis Situation What should you do?

Natural disaster 
(such as earthquake, tornado, flood)

Fire

Switch everything off (except fridge/freezers).
Contact Area Manager/Crisis
Team/emergency services for advice.
Evacuate the restaurant if safe or advised to
do so.  Before evacuating, decide on how you
will travel & where you are going.  Try to
inform others before you set off.

Major - Sound alarm.  Call Fire Brigade.
Switch off oven & evacuate the premises,
check toilets etc & help the elderly/disabled.
Use fire appliances to help you escape.  Meet
at the Fire Meeting place & account for all
employees/customers.

Minor - Do not tackle if you are on your own
or you do not feel comfortable to do so. 

Complete and Incident Report form after the
incident.

Complete the chart. Read each situation and
decide what you should do.

Activity

4-11 Review Crisis Procedures 
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Crisis Situation What should you do?

Vandals

Bomb threat

Call Police.  Record details.

Call Police and follow their advice.  Evacuate
if advised.
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Question Notes

What is your first concern during a crisis?

What are some common natural
disasters in your area (such as
tornadoes, hurricanes)?

How do local authorities warn of potential
disasters?

Where in the restaurant are emergency
supplies located (such as flashlights,
radio)?

Where should you and Team Members
go during a natural disaster?

If your restaurant has an Emergency
Plan, what are the main points?

The safety of your employees and customers.

Answer specific to location.

News flashes.
TV
Radio
News papers

Answer specific to restaurant

Answer specific to restaurant

Answer specific to restaurant

Answer the following questions using available
information.
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Question Notes

Where are the Manager and Team
Member phone lists kept?

What should you do if a reporter asks
you questions?

What should you do if a television film
crew starts filming in your dining room?

What should you do if someone calls
saying they are a representative from the
Home Office and need some
information?

What should you do if a political group
wants you to comment on an issue?

In the office.

Ask for their name/contact details & which
organisation they are from. Refer them to
Freud Communications.

Ask them to stop filming & whether they can
prove they have permission to film.  Ask for
their name/contact details & which
organisation they are from. Contact Freud
Communications.

Ask for their name/contact details & which
organisation they are from.  Inform them
that you will ask your Area Manager to call
them.

Ask for their name/contact details & which
organisation they are from. Refer them to
Freud Communications.
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Crisis Situation What should you do?

A newspaper reporter contacts you on
the phone. He asks you to comment on a
recent case of food poisoning caused by
food from your restaurant. A child is in
the hospital in serious condition.

The weather has been stormy during the
afternoon. Then a customer rushes into
the restaurant shouting that a tornado
was spotted nearby. She says it is
moving toward the restaurant. Other
customers in the restaurant become
frightened. 

Ask for their name/contact details & which
organisation they are from.  Contact Freud
Communications.

Try to ascertain the full facts – call your
Area Manager/Police or the RSC for
advice/information.  Try to calm the
customers & inform them of the situation.
Close the restaurant & decide whether safer
to stay or evacuate.  Switch off oven & gas
supply.  If restaurant has a basement – go
there.

Complete the following chart. Read the case
studies and decide what to do.

Activity

4-12 Practice Handling Crisis Situations
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Crisis Situation What should you do?

You are in the front of the restaurant
talking with customers. Suddenly you
hear shouting from the kitchen. You rush
back and see that a small oil fire is
burning. One Team Member is burned
and appears to be in severe pain. Other
Team Members are panicked.

Throw a blanket over the flames.  Get injured
Team Member under cold water.  Call
ambulance & comfort Team Member &
employees.  Close restaurant.

Topic Notes

Concerns about handling emergency
situations 

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

Review the answers to Activities 4-11 and 4-12.
Then discuss the case studies in this activity.

Also discuss the following:

After this meeting, complete the Knowledge Quiz
and short answer test.
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Knowledge Quiz 
Answer the following questions:

1. If you find a suspicious-looking object in the restaurant:
a. Evaluate Team Members and customers
b. Call the authorities
c. Do not touch the object
d. All of the above 

2. You should document an injury to a Team Member:
a. Only if it is a serious injury that involves a hospital visit
b. No matter how minor the accident
c. Only when the Team Member (or legal guardian) asks

you to document it
d. Only when the injury results in an expense to the

restaurant

3. When handling customer issues, express concern, take
care of the customer, and resolve the situation. You
should accept liability:

a. When a customer is very upset
b. If a customer has a food-borne illness
c. Never, under any circumstances
d. When you saw the accident happen and you know the

injury could have been prevented

4. During a robbery it is important to get the robbers out of
the restaurant quickly. The longer they are there, the
more likely something may go wrong. Stay calm and: 

a. Move quickly around the restaurant
b. Maintain direct eye contact
c. Do not tell the robbers about other people in back
d. Make sure your team and customers remain in 
one spot

Quiz
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5. What should you do if somebody simply walks into the
restaurant, grabs food from the salad bar and walks out?

6. Two people have jumped on the back roof of the
restaurant and are busy spraying graffiti. You should:

a. Call the police and not confront them
b. Get a team member to support you and confront them
c. Not do anything if it is not a visible area
d. None of the above

7. In order to reduce the risk of violence and aggression, you
must

a. Do the figure of 8 to pre-empt potential problems
b. Complete the annual Crime Risk Assessment
c. Match more experienced team members with new /

inexperienced team members
d. All of the above

8. A team member has been physically abused by another
team member. You must now:

a. Get statements from any witnesses
b. Send both of them home immediately
c. Consider "Person to person" support for all involved
d. A and C above

Close salad bar & discard all products.
Get description of person & report to
the Police.
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1. How do Shift Managers and Team Members share
accountability for handling emergency situations?

2. How can the Shift Manager protect Team Members and
customers in case of a natural disaster?

3. How well is your restaurant performing to meet safety
and security standards and procedures?

4. What should you do if a third party (eg lawyer) contacts
you about a situation which has happened in your store?

Short Answer

Everyone must be constantly aware of
what is going on.  Everyone must
behave in a professional manner at all
times.

By gathering as much information as
possible and sharing this with them.
Advising them of the best solution (stay
or evacuate).

• Take their details
• Contact your RGM
• Contact your regional HR Manager
• Do not answer any of their

questions and tell them someone
will contact them

Answer will be specific to restaurant
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Next Steps

Review your test answers.

Complete all unfinished activities and review the answers.

Your Module Trainer will let you know what the next steps
are to complete the Skills Assessment for certification.

Meet with your Module Trainer

Use a Recognition Sticker to recognise someone who
helped you as you were completing this module. Say what
the person did well. Say why you appreciate it.

Recognition

Things I need to work on or practice before module certification:
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Skills Assessment

Application of Knowledge
What Was Effective

How Could It Be More
Effective

Completed More
Successfully Practice

• Identify a crisis that may
occur in your restaurant.
Then explain the actions
you would take to ensure
the safety of the customers,
your team, and the
restaurant.

• Find out if there are any
forms to fill out if a crisis
occurs
— Locate the forms
— Demonstrate how to fill 

them out
— Explain what you do 

with them after filling 
them out

• Identify actions you can
take as a Shift Manager to
secure your restaurant and
prevent a robbery

• Explain how to troubleshoot
a piece of equipment in the
restaurant

• Identify what steps to take
if equipment/utilities fail

• Explain how you would
deal with a Team Member
who has spilled on a wet
floor (they do not need to
go to hospital)
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Application of Knowledge
What Was Effective

How Could It Be More
Effective

Completed More
Successfully Practice

• Role play how you would
deal with an aggressive
customer:
- on the phone
- face to face
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Trainee Date 

Restaurant General Manager Date 

You have 
successfully completed . . . 

Congratulations

Emergency

Situations

Module 4 

Leading a

Shift


